
INTERNATIONAL

International Arbitration
Dispute Resolution Management and Support Driving Your Global Business Strategy 

International arbitration provides a consistent, predictable framework for cross-border disputes, as well 
as the power to enforce awards throughout the world. For these reasons, arbitration has emerged as the 
preferred mechanism for resolving international disputes. We combine strategic thinking with advocacy 
skills, substantive experience and knowledge of international arbitration law to help you manage and 
resolve disputes effectively, always putting your business goals at the heart of dispute resolution strategy. 

American Arbitration Association (AAA)

London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA)

ICC’s International Court of Arbitration 

International Centre for Dispute Resolution (ICDR)

Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre (HKIAC) 

List of major arbitration institutions  
with experience 

Comprehensive Support. 
On Your Terms. Ancillary international dispute support          

(discovery; investigations; formal and informal 
settlement discussions)

Drafting and negotiating arbitration 
provisions for cross-border contracts

Reviewing options and                                     
evaluating arbitral organizations

Pursuing claims or responding to 
demands for arbitration

Conducting arbitration in front  
of sole arbitrators and arbitration panels

Organizing information and                                   
utilizing technology resources

Enforcing arbitration awards  
across countries

We eliminate uncertainty by helping you select the best arbitration options and  
create contracts that reflect your preferences — and when disputes emerge,  

we represent you throughout the arbitration process, including in awards enforcement.

Key industry sectors

Financial services

Energy and natural resources

Technology

Telecommunications

Hospitality

Advertising



The Faegre Drinker 
Difference

Strong command of U.S., Chinese 
and English law and the interplay 
between these systems

Dual-trained attorneys that 
actively practice in two legal 
systems and bring a comparative 
legal perspective to client issues

Collective proficiency  
in more than 25 languages

Decades of experience helping 
multinational clients manage 
the challenges and seize the 
opportunities of globalization

Our team has experience serving 
as mediators and arbitrators in 
complex disputes for major 
arbitral institutions, including the 
AAA, ICDR, LCIA and ICC

Our Global Reach
Our reach extends beyond our offices in the U.S., London and Shanghai. We are a 
founding member of Lex Mundi — and a member of its international arbitration team — 
and have been a member of the World Law Group for more than 30 years. Through our 
international footprint and our global networks of firms, we are positioned to help you 
manage and respond to disputes around the globe. 

Trusted Advocacy Across All Commercial Disputes

We leverage the resources of a global litigation team with experience in nearly
every type of complex commercial dispute.

We have handled complex international arbitrations in the U.S., Europe, 
Africa, Asia and elsewhere around the globe.

Franchise and 
distribution matters

Trade secret and 
noncompete cases

Corporate, 
transactional 

and M&A-related 
disputes

Contractual claims 
against states, 

including investor-
state arbitrations

Antitrust

Bilateral investment 
treaties (BITs)s
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